
Chris Golds describes his fascinating
constructional techniques as applied
to stand-off scale models.
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fitting between the part bulkheads. One tip
here is to carefully cut (hacksaw blade) the
side blocks to the exact depth of the fuselage
box at that station so that top and bottom
blocks can be cut loosely to the outside
dimensions (see Fig. 5).
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Fuselage structure
With side and plan elevation drawn and

bulkhead shapes plotted out, we can move to
the basic box structure. Simply put, the
fuselage is a firewall bulkhead in front of
which hangs the engine bearer (I normally
use radial mounts) and the cowling: behind
this firewall is a balsa and ply box right back
to the fin post, swelled out to section by part
bulkheads on each bulkhead station (see Fig.
4). Upon this box are glued (PVA) foam blocks
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into a set at plans. It you are none at the
above you could probably do a better job!
Decide the engine, wing span, wing area,
wing loading and weight combination that
you wa nt, and proceed to the drawing stage: I
use good quality tracing paper from a large
roll. Draw your basic shape and decide where
the natural bulkheads come - firewall, wing
LE, wing TE, tail LE and finpost, etc. (see Fig,
1). Next, draw the vertical plan (see Fig, 2)
and then plot the depth and width of the
chosen bulkheads and their sections (see
Fig, 3) use the same procedure for wings and
tail sections. This may all sound a little slick
but many of us already do our own designs
and those who don't can easily re-draw con
ventional plans to suit foam construction.
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THIS ARTICLE is a distillation of some three
years of patient experiment in the use of
white polystyrene foam to produce 'cartoon'
or near scale model aircraft for radio control,
in which the use of balsa is reduced to the
minimum practicable. I abbreviate the
method to BPCF - Brown Paper Covered
Foam.

The use of 'white' foam in model aircraft
construction is not new; indeed Iwas playing
with the idea in 1964 whilst still a pilot in the
RAF, an inveterate if incapable Radio Control
modeller and with access to the foam packing
in which new aircraft batteries arrived from
the manufacturers. The foam was very dense
and heavy, but I persevered and produced
some horrible shapes containing engine and
r---;io and flew them (usually into the ground).

J covering of the foam was the main
problem and I tried balsa, papier-mache, thin
ply, and GRP without much success. I then
tried brown paper and produced a wing
which flew! However, the RAF intervened
and sent me off with a nice new rank to push
white paper in a headquarters overseas
instead of flying - Ugh!

Spin the years a bit and come up to 1979.
Retired (young) from the RAF and now a full
time aviation artist with just enough money
to burn and a screaming urge to get back to
my first love. (Wife is 3rd love). I read an
article (guess where?) about foam and obechi
or balsa or whatever and, remembering my
long lost youth, I set to work.

Now, some three years and seven foam
models later I am beginning to make some
progress. The recipe? Foam and brown
paper! Cheap, light, quick to build, strong, not
crash proof but very nearly so; the com
bination I am convinced will build you almost
any shaped aircraft you wish. I do my own
designs and the latest monster is an Me 323
with 6 x HGK 21 s. So, enough chatter and
into the foam.
Common terms:

Paste = PVA and water mixture
BPC = Brown Paper Covering
HWC = Hot Wire Cut

Designing for foam
If, like me, you are tall, handsome, young

and gifted you can turn any aircraft shape
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Odds and ends
Control Surface Horns: I use Y'6in. soft

aluminium· sheet cut to shape and epoxied
into a knife slot in the surface. (Fig. 28). This
is so much Quicker and safer than bolting
through - which would need ply pads either
side to take bolt loads; this tends to crush the
foam.

Wing Locating Dowels: Simply drill
through whatever reinforcement you have
on the centre section LE(GRPor ply), enlarge
tothe dowel size-I use Y2in.ramin dowel for
larger models - and. epoxy the dowels in
preferably back to some reinforcing member
in the CIS of the wing, usually the forward
panel of the lining of the wing servos bay
(Fig. 29).

Tank Covers and Hatches: Hatches for
access to radio equipment, fuel tanks and
buried push rod ends, etc. (such as on the
elevator and twin rudder drives on the 'Lan
caster') are easy to make and operate. Saw
cut down to the balsa box level and knife cut
along the box top line to the limits of the
hatch (usually bulkheads) (Fig. 30). Remove
the foam 'hatch' and lightly sand to clean up
cut edges. Paste strips of BP over the cut
edges and ends to reinforce them (Fig. 31). A
hacksaw blade cut width at the front and rear
of the hatch will allow just enough space to
BPCthese two faces and paint them without
the hatch having to be forced into place. (If it
is too slack a fit, simply add thin balsa to one
end to make up the space). To lock hatches I
use the dowel and hole system at one end
and a simple self-tapping screw (chipboard
type) at the other, locating into a medium
hard balsa block glued to both inner faces of
the fuselage box sides (Fig. 30).
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Right: inside view of
the fuse/age reveals
the basic boxy
construction given
shape and character
by foam cheeks.

should now have a square section shape
approximately to your aircraft (Fig. 20). Next
cut ·the chamfers being careful not 10 cut
inside the bulkhead edges (Fig, 21), then cut
double chamfers in the same way (Fig. 22).
All that remains to be done is to sandpaper
away all the edges and excess foam down to
the smooth shape of the fuselage, using
coarse sandpaper or Sur/orm tools to start
with and changing progressively to finer
sandpaper.

The soft balsa part bulkheads will (with
practice) sand flush with the foam and there
you are - the shape! (Fig. 23). The fuselage
is normally the most complicated part of the
model to BPC but with practice it does not
take long to do (with my 96in. span 'Lancas
ter,' the fuselage took only 2Y2 hours to
cover). In the same way as we tackled the tail
plane, cut out the BP shapes leaving
generous panel overlaps Df about 1in. (Fig.
24). BPCthe top and bottom of the fuselage
followed by the side panels. On a long nearly
parallel fuselage like the 'Lancaster,' I used
three panels from the nose to tail for each of
top, bottom and sides. Any really curved
areas can be covered separately using lots of
cut darts. Try to arrange the side panels to
follow obvious longitudinal lines such as the
top of the black paint sideson the 'Lancaster';
when all is covered, paste over and allow to
dry thoroughly. If possible, suspend the
fuselage from nails driven into the foremost
and rearmost bulkheads. so that drying can
take place on all surfaces simultaneously.

Limitations of BPe and surface
reinforcement

The BPC hOasa limit like every other
covering system; it will rupture readily when
pierced with a sharp edge but it is easily
repaired. Small holes can be covered with
Se//otape on the field and repaired at home
later. Apart from piercing easily the SPC is
strong and has taken all flight loads without
protest so far; even on my 84in. 'P40' (Webra
91) which is fully aerobatic to the level to be
expected of a semi-scale model, including
flick rolls and spins. However, some local
area reinforcing might be necessary such as
a GRP skin over the top and bottom of the
centre section of a wing (Fig. 25). You can
use ordinary (polyester) GRP resin as this
does not soak through the SPC and is very
much cheaper than epoxy resin. Another way
to reinforce locally is to PVA onto the BPC
some O.5-in. or 1mm or Y'6in. ply. I use this
method where wing mounting bolts will load
the surface when tightened up (Fig. 26).
Also with strutted wings, such as on my
Farman 223 and Me 323. 1mm ply is used
locally to spread the load of the wing strut
'end fittings. These are simple but merit a
short description. A sharpened length of
coat-hanger wire is pushed through the wing
from top to bottom following the strut load
direction if possible. The top end of the wire is
bent to lie flat on the upper ply reinforcement
and epoxied in place. The lower end of the
wire is bent to accept whatever strut bolt
fitting is needed and the wing undersurface
is locally reinforced with ply (Fig. 27).
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The fuselage to finished stage
Remove rubber bands and stare dismayed

.at the huge, ugly white block that lies before
youl Using a stiff hacksaw blade in a
convenient handle carefully cut the blocks to
the outside dimensions which are basically
limited by the part bulkheads (Fig, 19). You
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foam. With practice it is possible to do this
quickly and have a perfectly dry outer surface
as this helps in handling the part covered
object Repeat the process for the top side
covering but allow a generous overlap to go
round and under LE and spar (Fig. 17). With
straight edges the task is very quick and
simple: with curves the job is only slightly
more difficult. For instance: a rounded tip to
the tailplane. The underside covering is as
before and the top side is drawn and cut with
overlap a/l round and pasted down. With
either scissors or a new blade, slice
generously to make darts in area of round
edges. Do not be afraid of cutting a lot of
darts, as this does not weaken (as you might
think) the final structure and with practice it
is easy to get round the sharpest of curves.
(Fig. 18). Repeat for the other half of the ta il
plane and now, one of the secrets of BPC;
paste all over the outside, thinly, especially
over the dart areas. This seals the BP and
when dry provides a surface good enough to
paint straight onto. I use Powermax matt
paints usually, as most of my models are
military piston aircraft - especially WWII 
and thus are matt and dirty. This cuts out
sanding sealer, sanding and fuel proofing.
However, if you want a super finish, lightly
sand the now dry BP with very fine worn out
sandpaper. One thinned coat of sanding
sealer, sanded lightly, followed by a thinned
coat of clear dope will give a very smooth
finish to paint on. I just use the first type of
finish and my models, which only pretend to
be very stand-off scale, look fine (to me!).
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BPC procedure
Begin the BPC on a simple shape first to

gain experience: the fixed tailplane for
instance. Lay the tailplane on the BP and
trace round (Fig. 15). Cut out BP to be the
underside of one half of tailplane, matt side
up. (Fig. 16). Paste the BP and the underside
of the tailplane. Lay the BP onto the tailplane
undersurface and smooth down with a dry
cloth. It is essential to paste both the paper
and foam and not rely on just pasting the

~ Fig.14~~
Chamfer cut

aileron by V2in. with a chamfered HWC (Fig.
14) to allow for aileron load spar and aileron
leading edge (of medium V4in. balsa) PVA
aileron leading edge into place and pin down
to a board to dry. Shape wing tips and join the
two wing Ilalves at correct dihedral angle
with epoxy. Fit whatever undercarriage
blocks are required and leave to dry.

You now have the basic structure built and
can move on to the interesting bits' The
brown paper sequence is common to
fuselage, wings and tail so I will illustrate the
basic BPC techniques by using the tailplane
as an easy surface to begin with and then
concentrate on the fuselage to the finished
stage.

Fig. 11
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Brown paper covering (BPC)
I use a fairly thick brown paper, khaki in

colour, matt on one side (the paste face) and
slightly shiny on the other. The paste is PVA (I
use Borden for preference) diluted with
water to 70% PVA and 30% water. It is
important to add a little dye (I use red poster
colour) to the mixture to allow you to see
where and in what strength you have
'pasted' the foam. Try white PVA on white
foam and you will understand this little trickl
Tools required are a good pair of large
scissors (I bought my lady a new pair and
inherited her original ones!) some new
Stanley 'Heavy Duty' blades, a 36in. ruler or
straight edge and a good soft brush (I use
Daler 'Dalon' 3/4in. 088 because being an
artist I have these to hand). Note: the SPC
shrinks quite a lot in drying and exerts con
siderable warping force on thin foam
sections so I ensure that all my trailing edges
are about Vain. thick.

Right: Chris makes full use
of his artistic talents (he is an
aviation artist by profession)
to decorate his models in
classic stand off scale
tradition. Thenose of the
'Lane'is simply but
effectively done.
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Tail structures
Draw the outlines of tailplane, elevators,

fin and rudder and their aerofoil sections
(Fig, 7). HWC the foam to shape, and split the
moving .surfaces from the fixed ones by hot
wire or very careful sawing. (Fig. 8) Then
HWC again to reduce the chord of elevators
and rudder by ~hin. (Fig, 9) to allow for spars. I
use medium hard V.in. sheet balsa for tail
spar and fin post and medium for elevators
and rudder LE (Fig, 10). PVA balsa to foam,
pinning down to a board to prevent warping
(by the wetness of PVA on small section
ba Isa), leave to dry.

N.B. - Do not glue top and bottom blocks to
side blocks - glue only to balsa box.

This will prevent problems when sanding
the foam as a glue line is difficult to sand
down. Repeat the block system all over (see
Fig. 6). Ensnare the whole monster in rubber
bands and leave to dry. I usually allow one
week - have to work sometime!
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Draw outline and sections and HWC as for
tailplane: cut out ailerons (HWC) by slicing
through whole length of winghalf (Fig. 11).
Cut off at aileron root line and PVA inboard
area back onto main part of wing (keep PVA
away from edges of cut). (Fig. 12). Measure,
cut and PVA into place the aileron load spar
of%in. MH balsa, pinning or banding to hold
in place (Fig, 13). Reduce the chord of the
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simply not believe that the models Bre mostly
foam and BPC,largely without spars and with
only local surface reinforcement of high
stress areas. The foam that you need is of a
density of about' 'I, lb. to 2lb.lcu. It. anything
less is too fragile for large models (the Me
323 is 132in. span and has a CAA exemption
on weight). Try the system: I don't claim to be
the originator as someone else must, have
tried it at some time or another but I do claim
that it is quick, cheap and fun to build and fly.

My next project is a 36in. spanDS 2S
powered near scale model of a 'Hunter'
FGA9. The one which I flew on 43(F)
Squadron for a.number of years. After that,
perhaps, the eight-engined Maxim 'Gorki'
but for the moment - back to the canvas'and
earn some money; not for the airframes I
hasten to add, but for the engines!

Conclusions
This system of foam, covered with brown

paper. based on a balsa box has worked well
for me with a number of models such as
S'7g, F7F 'Tiger Cat', 'Lancaster', Bristol
'M' C Monoplane', 'Farman' F223.' (2
pushers, 2 pullers!), P40 and Me 323, though
the latter has an immense cardboard fuse
lage (but that is another free materials
story!). When you, consider that the 96in.
span 'Lancaster' airframe cost only E' 5 to
build (plus of course the radio and engines
and bits and pieces), you will see how in
expensive this system is. It is possible to build
very scale shapes (though this takes more
time to do) and the basic cartoon models look
good and fly well; my 'Lancasfer' is a dream
to fly on 4 x HGK 2' s. Many people will
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Righ{ latest multi'
engine model to
emerge from the
Golds workshop, ·the·
Me323 also seen
{inset} in flight.
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